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We develop the Embiggener/Ensmallener scale to measure individual differences in perceived risk and benefits in sharing resources.

A pilot test indicates that embiggeners and ensmalleners differ not just in willingness to share, but also in their response to contextual

factors, such as whether sharing occurs through lending vs. co-owning.
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Extended Abstract
Sharing has emerged as a “theoretical terra incognita” in consumer behavior research (Belk 2010, 716), an unexplored arena of 

social life that guides consumer spending at home as well as among those who extend resources beyond the family circle (Widlock 2004). 
Motivations vary in the sparse literature that documents sharing behavior, from socially desirable attempts to appear nice to maintaining a 
balance in reciprocity (Staub and Sherk 1970). From Belk’s (2010) call for future research to the paucity of information in the literature, 
it is clear that further investigations in sharing would benefit from empirically established constructs that pinpoint individual differences 
within this arena. We propose an 18-item measure of individual differences in perceived risk and benefits in sharing resources. 

According to Belk (2010), consumers share resources when they desire connection, with co-management of resources cementing social 
bonds both within and outside the family unit. However, Marcoux (2009) notes that consumers may sometimes prefer social divestment 
and autonomy due to risks involved in common property, such as obligation and indebtedness. We argue that these different perspectives 
may characterize consumer types. Embiggeners view mutual resources as a means of establishing social bonds. They enjoy a sense of 
belonging and caring for others through extending their resources. Ensmalleners emphasize the risk inherent in lending or co-managing 
ownership of resources. They prefer to maintain a balance in interactions with others to avoid indebtedness. Whereas embiggeners seek 
to extend themselves through possessions borrowed and shared, ensmalleners seek differentiation and prefer responsibility and control 
of their domains. We hypothesize that embiggeners will be more agreeable to sharing resources than ensmalleners. Yet, the Embiggener/
Ensmallener distinction goes beyond just willingness to share: We expect that ensmalleners will be as likely to share if the context 
diminishes sharing-related risks. 

A pilot test (n=113 undergraduate students) examined the validity of an Embiggener/Ensmallener scale, tested hypothesized 
predictions from the scale, and compared predictions from other relevant scales to establish convergent and discriminant validity. We 
first piloted an initial pool of 29 items expected to tap into the construct. The first 12 items were true/false (0/1) values statements; 
these were summed, with higher scores associated with embiggeners. The remaining 17 items were subjected to exploratory factor 
analysis. Eigenvalues indicated five possible factor loadings, though only one factor loading was reliable, at a=.68. Our proposed overall 
Embiggener/Ensmallener scale is the sum of the mean of the 12 true/false items and the mean of the six items in the one reliable factor. 
As a result, the reliable factor gets a heavier weighting in the overall scale. Representative true/false scale items include responses to 
“Sharing things with someone brings you closer together” and “I always repay someone for a favor, right away” (reverse coded). The 
six-item factor identified also includes items such as “I always offer a bite of my dessert to friends I’m eating with,” and “I never leave 
my things out where others can use them” (reverse coded).

We also exposed participants to scenarios with two conditions, varying sharing context. Support for the predictive power of 
Embiggener/Ensmallener was found in two main effects and two interactions. As a main effect, we found that willingness to loan luggage 
to a friend was positively related to Embiggener score (F(1,111)=9.47, p<.01). A median split of the scale finds that participants classified 
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as embiggeners were more willing to share than participants classified as ensmalleners (Membiggener=3.47 vs. Mensmallener=2.78). 
Results were significant in another scenario that involved sharing gum with a classmate.

Willingness to share also depended on the context, which interacted with Embiggener score. One interaction showed ensmalleners 
were more likely to view sharing as fair when reciprocity was in effect (F(1,104)= 4.09, p<.05). After being handed a tissue by a fellow 
student, ensmalleners were more likely to see it as fair to offer use of their pen (M=4.39) than if the tissue had not been offered (M=3.79), 
whereas embiggeners’ perceived fairness did not depend on the scenario (Mno-reciprocity=4.37 vs Mreciprocity=4.19). In another scenario 
in which participants were asked to share a textbook, we varied the situation as either splitting usage of the textbook over a semester or 
lending the textbook after a course was complete. There was an Embiggener score X context interaction (F (1, 104)=2.68, p<.05) when 
controlling for demographics. Ensmalleners—but not embiggeners—were more likely to view sharing as fair when asked to lend, as 
opposed to splitting usage time and co-managing the textbook (Mco-manage=3.82 vs. Mlend=4.26). Together, these results indicate that 
ensmalleners are more willing to share if the context encourages autonomy and diminishes indebtedness. 

A final goal of the pilot study was to establish convergent and discriminant validity of the scale. During the study, responses were 
gathered for other extant scales. For space, only significant correlations are reported below. Embiggener/Ensmallener scale was positively 
and significantly correlated with John, Naumann and Soto’s (2008) Big Five Extraversion (r(113)=.28,p<.01) and Big Five Agreeableness 
(r(113)=.38, p<.001); Rushton, Chrisjohn and Fekken’s (1981) altruism self-report scale (r(113)=.28, p<.001); and Mills and Clark’s 
(1994) scale for communal orientation (r(113)=.36, p<.001). Some overlap with related constructs shows convergent validity with 
well-established theoretical ground. However, discriminant validity in predicting responses is necessary to establish that the construct 
differentially explains variance in consumer sharing practices. A chief concern was the overlap with communal orientation. People high 
in communal orientation view exchange as grounded in the social market and prefer equality and cooperation. Yet, communal orientation 
failed to predict responses to the tested scenarios. 

Through future research, we expect to pare down the present 18-item scale, validate it across different groups of participants to 
increase generalizability, and compare it with additional scales to further establish validity. We also plan to examine other factors that 
influence whether ensmalleners are willing to share. For instance, we will examine the effect of relationship length, predicting that 
ensmalleners are more likely to share if engaging in a short-term relationship. Likewise, we expect that ensmalleners are more likely to 
share when property is clearly engraved or marked (i.e., when there is no chance of confusing ownership). 
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The Influence of the Entertainment Industry on the Perception of Ethics
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Historically, different philosophies presented the perception of what is moral or immoral differently. Utilitarians, represented by 
Mill, argue that the morality right action is the one that provides the most happiness for all those affected of actions. Kant on the other 
hand, argues that action have moral worth only when we act from duty (Shaw, 2008). Nowadays, even though some people developed 
genuine moral principles, they act differently in different occasions. Thus, it is not unusual to encounter an individual that finds it immoral 
to copy a hard copy of a book, but yet, uses the internet to download a pirate electronic version of the same books. The question is why 
double moral standards? Why people behave differently when faced with similar phenomena, but yet different occasions? In accordance 
with the cultivation theory we argue that the entertainment industry helps to shape the moral standards of today’s society. The main 
goal of the present research is to shed the light on the effects that the entertainment industry has on the perception of what is moral or 
immoral for the consumers of that industry. 

People are bombarded with messages daily and as Snyder (2008) noted the advertising industry spends 200 billions annually. That 
is the industry that practically largely funds our entertainment, and programming and informs consumers about products and services 
(Snyder, 2008). Therefore through constant mass communication certain truths are seen differently. To be more precise, we believe that in 
accordance with cultivation theory (Morgan and Shanahan ,1996) the constant exposure to communication of certain fabricated realities, 
like TV commercials, TV shows, and so forth, people somehow change their moral standards. A possible example of such phenomena 
is a comparison study of Zimmerman and Dahlberg (2008) where their result suggested that females do agree that female bodies were 
portrayed as sex objects in advertisement, but females nowadays are less offended about these portrayals than females in 1991. 


